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IntroductionIntroduction

Digitisation of cultural and scientific 
heritage is among the EU priorities for 
two basic reasons:

necessity for heritage preservation.
new understanding of access to the 
heritage



Heritage PreservationHeritage Preservation



Some ideas about preservationSome ideas about preservation



Cultural and scientific heritage Cultural and scientific heritage 
preservationpreservation

Preservation means  to prepare physical 
copies of the most valuable products of the  
human intellect and culture in order to save 
them for the future generations.



Some aspects of the access to the Some aspects of the access to the 
heritageheritage



From restricted community to the From restricted community to the 
general publicgeneral public



. . 

South-Eastern Europe is underrepresented 
in the cultural space



Bulgarian heritage assetsBulgarian heritage assets

8500 Christian manuscripts + 4000 Islamic 
More than 35000 early printed books
Third largest collection of epigraphic inscriptions 
in Latin and Ancient Greek in the world
Old Bulgarian runic inscriptions
… and numerous other 



Previous experience Previous experience –– 11

Cataloguing: ISIS  (15 years ago), 
Repertorium (300), MASTER (30), 
XEditMan (850)

Electronic publications on CD-ROMs: 
Balkan manuscripts, The Holy Koran, 
Bulgarian Iconography; The Treasury of  
Lysimachos



Previous experience Previous experience –– 22

Presentation of images (An Isolated 
example of digitized images not supplied 
with texts): The Enina Apostle

11 century (the oldest Bulgarian manuscript 
stored in Bulgaria)
39 folios survived in a lime-pit, badly 
damaged



The The EninaEnina ApostleApostle



The The EninaEnina ApostleApostle



Previous experience Previous experience -- 33

•3D models of immovable heritage (Bojana
church- 13th century )

•Digitization and Restoration of Audio   
Archives



The KTThe KT--DigiCultDigiCult--BgBg projectproject
The project Knowledge Transfer for the Digitisation 
of Cultural and Scientific Heritage in Bulgaria (KT-
DigiCULT-BG) is a four year project supported by 
the Marie Curie programme.
It is coordinated by the Institute of Mathematics and 

Informatics (Bulgaria). 
Project partners are: Det Arnamagnæanske Institut
(Köbenhavns Universitet, Denmark), Trinity College 
(Dublin, Ireland), Charles University (Prague, Czech 
Republic), and the Institute of Informatics and 
Telecommunications, National Centre for Scientific 
Research “Demokritos” (Athens, Greece)



Project specificsProject specifics

The project is a typical Transfer of Knowledge 
action . It is structured as two-phase 
development scheme:
– Knowledge acquisition phase
– Knowledge transfer phase

Direct guidance
Establishment of a National Digitisation Centre at the 
Host Institution



Basic field of workBasic field of work

General methodology and practical setting for digitisation of 
cultural and scientific heritage.
Digitisation of mediaeval manuscripts (incl. digital imaging, 
cataloguing, text representation, electronic publishing).
Digitisation of mathematical texts and building digital 
mathematical library of works of Bulgarian mathematicians.
Virtual reality applications for presentation of immovable 
cultural heritage.
Audio archives: methods for digitisation and restoration.
Application of quantitative methods for the study of data 
related to the cultural heritage.
Applications of edutainment to cultural heritage studies.)



Some results after the first project Some results after the first project 
yearyear

IMI (the host) started the digitisation of its 
scientific heritage. 



Some results after the first project Some results after the first project 
yearyear

A CD- “Sofia. Religious spaces” was prepared 
and published



Some results Some results after the after the first project yearfirst project year
An Old Cyrillic UNICODE font based on 
Codex Suprasliensis script (11 c.) was designed



Some results after the first project Some results after the first project 
yearyear

A specialized XML Editor for Manuscript Data 
for editing and browsing catalogue descriptions 
of mediaeval manuscripts was developed



Some results after the first project Some results after the first project 
yearyear

a methodology of using wavelets for image 
enhancement  and character recognition was 
elaborated and implemented.



ConclusionConclusion

Current priorities of EU: IST 2.5.10 (Access 
to and preservation of cultural and scientific 
resources)
– Enriched conceptual representations
– Advanced access methods
– Long-term preservation

We follow the recent developments but still 
have to do mass digitisation



ConclusionsConclusions

The rich heritage of Bulgaria is still expecting 
to take its legitimate place in the world cultural 
space.  We hope that through the project we 
will raise the interest of the scientific and 
cultural heritage institutions in the country and 
will push them to start real work.
The project gives opportunities to broaden the 
international cooperation in the field of 
digitisation of cultural and scientific heritage. 



ConclusionsConclusions

We highly appreciate the experience of other 
small countries in Europe, and in particular of 
institutions from the Czech Republic. The 
similarity of territory and population, the 
richness of the cultural and scientific heritage, 
and the common historical fate in the last 
century rise comparable problems. The way 
they are or have been solved in the Czech 
Republic and the visible progress in the field 
give promises for a successful Bulgarian 
digitisation. 



Hope I am in time???Hope I am in time???

Thank you!!!Thank you!!!
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